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ABSTRACT: Mobile agent based systems are so complex  that the usage of formal tools for simulation and prototyping to
facilitate the modelling of such systems is of great interest. Improved methods are needed to insure their correctness. In
particular predefined patterns seems to give suitable solution to deal with complexity of formal methods and to enable
reusability and consistency. In another hand executable specification are a powerful technique to prototype and analyse
complex systems The aim of this paper is to propose a number of patterns sin MAUDE language to model mobile agents
itineraries and to ease their analysis and/or their model checking through MAUDE based executable specification.
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1. Introduction

Mobile agents are programs that, with varying degrees of autonomy, can move between hosts across a network. Mobile agents
combine the notions of mobile code, mobile computation, and mobile state. They are location aware and can move to new
network locations through explicit mobility operations. Mobile agents realize the notion of moving the computation to the data
as opposed to moving the data to the computation, which is an important paradigm for distributed computing. Mobile agents are
effective in operating in networks that tend to disconnect, have low bandwidth, or high latency [18].

Mobile agents systems exhibit a high degree of complexity so that the use of formal tools seems to be mandatory, design
patterns are predefined model structures that can ease the use of formal tools.

2. Mobile Agents Based Systems

Agent systems  consist of several autonomous entities, each of them possibly developed independently, and with capabilities
to communicate in order to achieve a common goal, they have has some important characteristics, such as distribution,
autonomy, interaction and openness, which are helpful to transform  traditional architectures into a distributed and cooperative
architecture in  intelligent  systems [12] .  Using agents to build complex system functions is an emerging field where researchers
are exploring the ability of agents to improve process integration, interoperability, reusability and adaptability.

Agent mobility reinforce performances of complex systems: A mobile agent can autonomously migrate from one  platform to
another to interact with other agents and to do specific tasks; it can for example, perform local processing, or retrieve information
and bring back the results. Mobile agents are advantageous in particular in mobile environments where there is intermittent
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connectivity, low bandwidth and limited local storage; and for information retrieval in heterogeneous networks. According to
[13]. there are seven good reasons to use mobile agents: They reduce the network load; they overcome network latency; they
encapsulate protocols; they execute asynchronously and autonomously; they adapt dynamically; they are naturally
heterogeneous, and finally they are robust and fault tolerant, Furthermore, many works proved that agent technology in general
outperforms client server technology [21]. and that mobile-agents systems can in most conditions outperform static agent
systems [19].

3. Executable specification and design patterns

A theoretical model of a system allows formal reasoning about the system. Formal reasoning can be used to establish guarantees
about the behaviour of the system. Understanding the semantics of mobile computation is essential for reasoning about mobile
agents. Reasoning about mobility can, in turn, yield guarantees about the correctness of mission critical software.

Agent-based models (ABMs) try to capture both the essential characteristics and the complete detail to a agent based systems.
In particular pattern based modelling (POM) is  a promising  techniques  dealing with such challenges [11], (POM) is a set of
strategies for using patterns observed in the systems to ensure that an ABM captures the right “essence” of the system. POM
starts with identifying multiple patterns of behaviour in the real system and its agents that seem to capture the essential internal
mechanisms for the problem being modelled. These patterns are then used as submodels to build more complex models. In
another hand [18]   the use of executable specification seems gaining the interest of numerous researchers. Agents are generally
specified using a logical description and then this description is directly executed in order to implement the agent’s behaviour.
a logical description of an agent provides an unambiguous and (if appropriate logics are chosen) concise specification of the
agent’s behaviour [8].

4. Related works

In literature, only few works dealing with formal specification of mobile agents migrations can be found: In [15]. the authors
discuss how mobile agent enabled interorganizational workflows can be usefully modelled using advanced Petri Net techniques
such as Interorganizational Workflow Nets. This model provides a means to verify the correctness (and, so the viability) of the
itineraries of agents used in enacting interorganizational workflows. The authors used  a special class of Petri nets, called
Workflow nets (WF-nets) [27]. In [5].  the paper presents results of a performance comparative study of the three mobile agents
design patterns presented in [6] the Itinerary, Star-Shaped and Branching migration patterns were investigated as solutions to
a distributed information retrieval system. The itinerary assumes the migration of the agent over a sequence of hosts to do a
given job and then return back to the source agency. In the Star-Shaped pattern, the agent migrates to the first destination
agency in the list, executes the relevant job and comes back to the source agency, the agent repeats this cycle until the last agency
on its list is visited. In the Branching pattern, the agent clones itself according to the numbers of agencies in the defined itinerary;
each clone  migrates to one agency, executes its job and notifies the source agency when the job is completed. The three solutions
were modelled with timed Coloured Petri Nets.

In [24]. An agent itinerary specification language is defined; the specification language is basically inherited from those of
existing process algebras, e.g., CCS and  π - calculus, because, according to the authors, they provide well-studied foundations.
In [16]. Another itinerary language, MAIL, is introduced to model the mobile behaviour of proactive agents. The language is
structured and compositional so that an itinerary can be constructed recursively from primitive itineraries. Special constructs to
support the specifications of different kinds of itineraries are provided: sequential, conditional, concurrent, and loop itineraries.
The operational semantics of the language is defined in terms of a set of inference rules.  MAIL is amenable to formal methods
to reason about mobility and verifies correctness and safety properties.

In [29]. The authors present a new approach to ensure the secure execution of itinerary-driven mobile agents, in which the
specification of the navigational behaviour of an agent is separated from the specification of its computational behaviour.  Each
host is empowered with an access control policy so that the host will deny the access from an agent whose itinerary does not
conform to the host’s access control policy. A host uses model checking algorithms to check if the itinerary of the agent
conforms to its access control policy written in µ -calculus.

In [22].  The goal was to provide both a specification language to model and support reasoning about the coordination of mobile
agent systems, and an executable language to control their deployment and operation at runtime. Agents can migrate and thus
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“hop” from host to host in order to perform distributed computations. This is modelled through the p-calculus notion of channel
mobility.

Another work [9] presents a State charts-based development process for mobile agents which allows for a seamless transition
from the specification of mobile agent behaviour to its implementation.  [10] Proposes a method aiming to optimize MA itineraries.
In [3] a high-level language for mobile agents with timed interactions and explicit locations is presented. Authors in [4] introduce
and study process algebra able to model the systems composed of processes (agents) which may migrate within a distributed
environment comprising a number of distinct locations.

5. Theoretical background: the rewriting logic

The rewriting logic [17] is a powerful unifying paradigm for most of formal models of concurrency. It   is a computational logic
that can be efficiently implemented and that has good properties as a general and flexible logical and semantic framework, in
which a wide range of models of computation can be represented. In particular, for programming language semantics [25].

5.1 Rewriting logic semantics
In rewriting logic the rules are similar to those of equational logic but have a completely different significance [17].  A rule T
T’ do not mean any more T equal  T’ but T  becomes T ’. The rule is a basic action allowing the transition of the system from one
state to another.  The rewriting logic describes the changes of the system so that the state is represented by an algebraic term;
the transition becomes a rewriting rule and the distributed structure, an algebraic structure modulo a set of axioms E.

Syntax in rewriting logic is given by a signature (Σ, E) where Σ is a  set  of functions and  E a set of axioms. A rewriting theory
T= (Σ, E, L, R) in rewriting logic is composed of a signature (Σ, E) and by a set of labelled rules R with labels in L. These rules
describe the behaviour of the system and the rewritings are performed on the classes of equivalences of the terms modulo the
axioms E. The states of the system are specified as algebraic data types, the basic changes which may occur in the system and
in parallel are specified by rewriting rules, the set of axioms E capture the structural properties of the system, a possible state of
the system is represented by an equivalence class [ t ]of a term t modulo the structural axioms E.

Given a rewrite theory R, we say that R entails a sequent [ t ] [ t’ ] and write R |- [ t ] [ t’ ]  if and only if  [ t ] [ t’ ] can be
obtained by finite application of the following rules of deduction:

(1) Reflexivity
[ t ]  ∈ TΣ, E (X)         [ t ] [ t’ ]

(2) Congruence

For each  f  (function symbol)  ∈ Σn  n ∈ IN

[ t ] [ t’ ] ...[ tn ] [ t’n ]

f [ t1 ,...,tn ] f [ t’1 ,...,t’n ]
(3) Replacement

For each rewrite rule

r : [t (x)] [t’(x)]   We have- -

[ w1 ] [ w1’ ] ...[ wn ] [ w’n ]

[ t (w / x) ] [ t’ (w’ / x’)]-- -

(4) Transitivity

[ t1] [ t2] [ t2] [ t3]

[ t1] [ t3]

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Notice that equational logic is obtained by adding the next symmetry rule, this rule has no meaning in rewriting logic because
changes in time are irreversible.

[ t’ ] [ t ]
[ t ] [ t’ ]

5.2 The MAUDE Language
MAUDE [7]. is a fully reflective programming language and development environment based on  rewriting logic and its equational
logic sublanguage to specify formal executable environments. Full MAUDE is an object-oriented formal language derived from
MAUDE. In Full MAUDE a class defines the structure of an object, and objects are specific instances of a class.

A class consists of a class identifier (Cid), which is a sort, and a list of attributes that are sorts, including class or object
identifiers. Classes also support multiple inheritance with subclasses that inherit all the attributes of parent classes.

class C | attribute
1
: Sort

1 
, … , attribute

n 
: Sort

n 
.

< Oid_Name : C | attribute
1
: variable

1
, … , attribute

n
: variable

n 
>

msg syntax : Oid Sort
1 
Sort

n 
-> Msg .

Each object has an object identifier (Oid), a class identifier, and a list of attributes. Each message type has a name and a list of
arguments. Rewrite rules in Full MAUDE transition the system from a configuration of objects and messages to a new configuration
of objects and messages, so that they define all the possible transitions for the concurrent system.

In MAUDE, the general form required of rewrite rules used to specify the behaviour of an object-oriented system is as follows:

m1,..., mn < O1: C1 / atts1 >  ...  < Om: Cm / attsm > =>

< Oi1: Ci1 / attsi1 >  ...  < Oik: Cik / attsik >

< Q1: D1  / 1
"atts  > … < Op: Dp  / p

"atts  > 1
'

q
'm m,...,  if  C

where the m1,…,mn  are message expressions,

O1,…,On ; Oi1, … ,Oik  and Q1,…, Qn are objects such as
          {Oi1, … ,Oik}  {O1,…,On }

C is the rule’s condition. A rule of this kind expresses a communication event in which n messages and m distinct objects
participate. The outcome of such an event is as follows:

• The messages m1,. . . , mn disappear;

• The state and possibly even the class of the objects Oi1, … ,Oik may change;

• All other objects  vanish;

• New objects Q1,…, Qn are created;

• New messages m’1 ,..., m’q  are sent.

6.1 Algebra of itineraries for mobile-agents
This proposition is based on the algebra of itineraries proposed in [15]. modified and  enhanced with an operational semantics
in term of  rewriting logic rules :

Let {A{i}*}  where {i}* denotes strings of integers identifying an agent or a clone of an agent  be a finite set of mobile agents. For
generating names for agents and their clones the following assumption is done: When an agent A{i} is cloned k  times, its clones
are named A{i}1, …  , A{i}k   and  let A ={a1,a2 , … ,an} be a finite set of activities and S ={s1,s2 , … ,sn} a finite set of sites to be
visited. Itineraries (denoted by I ) are  formed as follows representing the null activity, atomic activity, parallel, sequential,

(5)
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nondeterministic, conditional nondeterministic behaviour, and have the following syntax:

• The null activity : 
• The atomic activity,  As

 which means the agent A moves to site s and executes the action a
• The parallel behaviour :  I  Π  I’  which means the itinerary I in parallel with the itinerary I’ 
• Sequential behaviour : I  I’  which means itineray I then the itinerary I’ 
• Nondeterministic behaviour : I  | I’  which means  I or I’ 

• Conditional nondeterministic behaviour :         which means if condition C is true  then  I else  I’ , C is a Boolean expression.

6.2 Formal patterns for Mobile agent based systems
One approach that can simplify and improve the development of complex systems based on mobile agents are the use of design
patterns similar to those proposed in [1] ,[2], [5], [20], [26].

In [15]. It is shown that itineraries are associative with an element identity , so it is easy to  conclude that itineraries are a
special case of strings rewriting theory modulo a set of axioms E=AI.

Under these considerations we can propose a rewriting logic based operational semantics in term of MAUDE rules.The
configuration is in this case a set of agents and messages, messages will be used to mark important steps of the itinerary  such
as the achievement of activities.

a

I  | I’
c

nil, s0

a1, s1

a3, s3

a2, s2

a4, s4

a6, s6 a7, s7
a5, s5

a9, s9

a8, s8

Figure 1. An example of a mobile agent  itinerary
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Figure 2. Verification in MAUDE of a mobile agent itinerary

Additionally two sets (Site) for places to be visited by the mobile agent and (Activity) for the activities to be performed by the
mobile agent are assumed to be predefined.

A class MWorker (for mobile agents as mobile workers) with  two attributes : ‘site’ and ‘activity’ is also defined. A mobile agent
will be specified by the term < A:Mworker s:s0 , a:a0>  which at the right-side of a rule means : The mobile agent A moves to
the site s0 to perform the activity a0, and at the left-side of  a rule it means that the activity a0 is already performed by the agent

A in the side s0. The activity a0 is essentially built upon the invocation of a Web-process. Since the aim of the study is the
behavioural aspect of the itinerary enactment  and for the sake of simplicity,  the state of the agent is not taken into account. It can
be modelled in MAUDE easily by a set of additional attributes.

A particular itinerary enactment is performed by one agent and starts at a source  site  and ends at a target site, at intermediary
steps, the agent may clone itself to perform some parallel tasks so that the configuration may sometimes involve more than  one
agent. After achieving parallel tasks, clones have to declone themselves so that the itinerary terminate with only one agent
which is exactly the original one who launches the itinerary  at the source site. In what follows the different itinerary constructs
are modelled as MAUDE rules.
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(1) Agent basic Movement

Different cases have to be envisaged for agent movements:

The agent is in site s1 with no activities to perform here and has to move to site s2 to perform activity a1

<A: MWorker |s:s1, a: nil >=> < A: MWorker| s: s2, a:a1>

After achieving activity a1 in site s1, the agent moves to site s2 to perform activity a2

<A: MWorker| s1:site, a1: activity >=> < A: MWorker| s2:site, a2: activity>

The agent have to perform sequentially two activities a1 then a2 in the same site s1

<A: MWorker| s1:site, a1: activity >=> < A: MWorker| s1:site, a2: activity>

(2) Sequential behaviour.

The basic rule presented above can be used to specify a sequence of more than one activity, so that for n steps (n sequential
activities), n rules are necessary, for example an agent A  is in a site s0 and have to perform sequentially 3 activities (a1,a2, a3) in
three sites respectively s1,s2 and s3 ; this can be expressed as follows.

3
3

2
2

1
10

a
s

a
s

a
s

nil
s AAAA ⊕⊕⊕

This sequence can be modelled in MAUDE  like this

<A: MWorker| s:s0, a: nil>=>  <A: MWorker|s: s1, a: a1>
<A: MWorker| s:s1, a: a1>=>
                                     <A: MWorker|s: s2, a: a2><A: MWorker| s:s2, a: a2>
<A: MWorker|s: s3, a: a3>

(3) Parallel Composition.

a1, s1 a2, s2 a4, s4

a6, s6 a7, s7

a9, s9

a8, s8

nil, s0

Decloning Omitted

Figure 3. A wrong itinerary for a mobile agent
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Figure 4. Verification in MAUDE of a wrong  itinerary enactment

Two itineraries composed by “P” are executed in parallel. 2
2

1
1

a
s

a
s AA Π  means that the agent A  has to perform activities a1 in site

s1 and a2 in site s2 concurrently. Parallelism  imply cloning of agents. Since agent A has to perform actions at both s1 and s2 in

parallel. The agent A is assumed in site s0 and have to perform the itinerary )( 2
2

1
10

a
s

a
s

nil
s AAA Π⊕

The MAUDE  rules for this itinerary are as follows :

<A: MWorker| s:s0, a: nil> =>  <A1: MWorker |s:s1, a:a1><A2: MWorker |s:s2,a: a2>

<A1: MWorker| s:s1, a:a1><A2: MWorker| s:s2,a: a2> =>   <A: MWorker| s:s0, a:nil>

The second rule is the decloning rule, it may be used in different manners and to represent different situations, the clones can
before decloning themselves perform complex itineraries then declone themselves in a predefined  site from  where the rebuilt
agent  can continue its itinerary.

(4) Nondeterministic Behaviour.
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In this proposition the nondeterminism presented in [15]  is extended to more than two choices, since MAUDE has an interleaving
semantics, we can specify nondeterministic behaviour in a very natural manner.

As example we assume  this itinerary:

)( 3
3

2
2

1
10

a
s

a
s

a
s

nil
s AAAA ⎟⎟⊕

The MAUDE specification can be like this

<A:MWorker|s:s0,a:nil>=><A1: MWorker| s:s1, a:a1>
<A: MWorker|s:s0,a:nil>=><A1:MWorker| s:s2, a:a2>
<A: MWorker|s:s0,a:nil>=><A1:MWorker| s:s3, a:a3>

Executing any one of these three rules in a nondeterministic manner will disable automatically the two others.

(5) Conditional nondeterministic behaviour.

A conditional nondeterministic choice between two activities a1 and a2 can be for example expressed like this

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ ⎟
⊕

c
AA

A
a
s

a
snil

s

2
2

1
1

0

Since MAUDE rules are conditional this expression can be specified easily as  follows:

<A: MWorker| s:s0, a: nil> =>

                                     <A1: MWorker| s:s1, a:a1>  if  c

<A: MWorker| s:s0, a: nil> =>   <A1: MWorker| s:s2, a:a2> if  not c

We used Maude for windows under Eclipse, next listing (figure 2) is the source of the specification in MAUDE as an object
oriented module of this itinerary. MAUDE  offers a number of commands for verifying properties of the modelled system, the
most powerful are rewrite command and search command.

In this example we used the rewrite command to verify that an enactment of the itinerary of the previous example by a mobile
agent “Mos”  is correct i.e. the correct activities are performed in the right order and at the final stage we have the original mobile
agent that launched the enactment at the home site (s0). rewrite command causes a specified term to be rewritten using the rules
and  equations, in the given module. In figure 4 we tried  with a wrong specification (see figure 3 for the itinerary graph ) where
a decloning of two clones is omitted,  the itinerary is launched by a mobile agent ‘Sim’  but at the last stage not only some
activities are not performed but we end the itinerary with  two clones ‘Sim1’ and ‘Sim2’ rather than ‘Sim’ alone which is the
initiator of the itinerary.

7. Conclusion

This work tries to show how rewriting logic can be used as a powerful tool for verification and rapid prototyping of complex
systems such as mobile agents based systems, especially the MAUDE language is a  reflective language with very interesting
possibilities in complex systems modelling. This work is a part of a number of other ones dealing with algebraic specification of
complex systems and automated code generation from rewriting logic based formal models.
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